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•Thermal Inkjet drop-on-demand printer 
•Maximum resolution 600 x 600 dpi
•Fixed line speed for all fonts
•Various compatible linear, 2D, Uni  
  codes; Supports TrueType® Fonts
•Nominal character height from up to  
  1/2 in (12.70mm) – Single print head
•Printing at 0°,45°, 90°, 135°,   
  180°, 225°, 270°, 315°angles
•Character sets and interface options  
  available in multiple languages
•Simple ink cartridge system requires  
  minimal maintenance
•Black ink cartridge supplied 
•Reduces addressable cutting length by   
  1 ft. (0.30 meters)
•Available on static and conveyor systems

A continuous duty printer with long 
overhead cord and large capacity 
ink container, the jetPRO HRC is the 
ideal choice for printing applications 
where high speed and specific inks 
are needed. Various ink colors are 
available including several within 
approval specifications for  
aerospace applications. Lettering 
can be printed up to 3/8” in sizes  
at any 45 degree angle increment .

•Fluid reservoir (ink container) holds  
   750ml (0.793 qt)
•Black ink supplied as standard
•Other colors and pre-approved  
   aerospace specific inks available
•Routine maintenance and cleaning  
   required for optimum operation
•Requires a jib crane
•Reduces addressable cutting length  
   by 1 ft. (0.30 meters)
•Available on static and conveyor systems

•Continuous Inkjet drop-on-demand 
   printing technology
•Heated printhead with positive air  
   pressure
•Printing at 0°,45°, 90°, 135°,   
   180°, 225°, 270°, 315°angles
•Various compatible Linear and    
   DataMatrix codes 
•Nominal character height from  
  0.079 in. (2mm) to 0.40 in. (10mm), 
  depending on font
•Character sets and interface options  
   available in multiple languages

*Achievable speeds and accelerations are tool, material and thickness dependent. All indicated speeds, dimensions, weights and performance data are approximate and subject to change without notice. 


